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PREVAILING FACTORS JUVENILE bELIN UENCY 
IN BROCKTON, MASSACHUSETTS 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Problem 
This study of one hundred thirty- five cases of juvenile 
delinquency is being made to ascertain , if possible , the pre-
vailing factors that are involved and also to examine and in-
terpret specific oases . The term "Juvenile Delinquency" will 
be used throughout this paper for oases sent to the Delinquency 
Clinic of the Probation Department in Brookton, Massachusetts . 
The city of Brockton.is a shoe manufacturing center 
located in the southeastern part of Massachusetts , about tw nty 
miles south of Boston. It has an area of a little more than 
twenty- one square miles and a population of about sixty- thr e 
thousand ersons of vlhich the predominant foreign- born groups 
are: Lithuanian , Polish, Italians, Syrians, French, Sv1edish, 
and Greek . 
Juvenile Delinquenex as a Community Problem 
and Responsibility 
~ne of the fundamental problems in our methods of sup-
pressing d linqu noy is that we often begin fith the finished 
delinquent. Sanford Bates observes that we would prevent de-
-1-
_ linquency by superior police methods, various techniques of 
punishment, and l aws which will result in the locking up of 
the more confirmed delinquents and deterrine others through 
fear. The results of this sort of procedure in any case are 
only temporary because suppression methods and the driving 
private initiative or public opinion behind them are bound 
eventually to grow lax. The potential delinquent, th refore, 
is ever ready to become active because there is an ineXhaust-
ible supply of young people with criminal attitudes , the pro-
duct of many demoralizing influences in modern life. 1/ 
The problem is primarily one of dealing with social in-
fluences; affecting pre-delinquents or potential delinquents 
in delinquency areas in such a way as to a sure the develop· 
ment of wholesome personality and good citizenship. It in-
volves many factors and many techniques, but the fundamental 
problem is one of synthesis of all methods which are known to 
be necessary, so s to deal consistently with the whole situa-
tion in a given delinquency area . This involves a positive 
program of social planning which is clearly suggested by any 
careful sociological study. ~ 
I7santord Bates , "The Social Viewpoint in Crime Contro~," 
Yearbook National Probation Association, 1938 pp.l-26. 
- -
~Ernest w. Burgess , Joseph D. Lohman, Clifford R. Shaw, 
''The Chicago Area Project," Yearbook of the National Probation 
Assooiation.l93~pp.22-27~ 
Yet many persons interested in delinquency either from 
one point of view or another - have tailed to grasp a funda-
mental principle; namely, the necessity for a definitely 
organized and thorough- going preventive program in the local 
community from which the bulk of delinquents are produced . 
Sullen er has stated the situation clearly: 
"The fact that juvenile delinquency is a pro-
duct of the community must be faced squarely. The 
boy who has to use the streets for play is no more 
unsocial than the community which declines to fur-
nish him with wholesome means of self-expression. 
No community that ignores its duties to its chil-
dren should blame youth for shortoomin~s that might 
have bee~ easily preventea . Juvenile delinquency 
in its caus , treatment, and results becomes one 
of the community ' s greatest moral , social , and ed• 
ucational problems. A better understanding of the 
child problem by the whole community is essential . 
Private and public agencies which are at work re-
movin~ the causes of delinquency , and substituting 
in their places constructive forces, ahould be en-
couraged and supported financially by the commu-
nity. Juvenile delinquency is adult insufficiency. 
For every delinquent boy or girl there are two or 
more adults who have tailed to assume their social 
responsibility." ]J 
Apparently, in many communities we have possessed , in general , 
neither the tecb.n.J.c 1 knowledge nor the inclination to en .. 
able us to promote the concentration of local responsibility , 
the cooperation of local agenciest and the integration of 
local services which are essential to such a pro am. 
The responsibility of the community for the prevention, 
as well as tho treatment of delinquency and for meeting 
·lJT. Earl Sullenger , Social Determinants in Juvenile 
Delinquency, p . 3l5 
3 
tundamePtal community needs, is well xpressed by Norman Fan-
ton of the California Bureau of Juvenile Research when he 
statest 
·"In the past it has been an unfortunate assump-
tion , regarding the treatment of juvenile delin-
quency that all that citizens are expected to do is 
to establish courts of justice , build institutions 
and employ trained personnel . Vfuen, as usually 
happened , juvenil e delinquency continued to be a 
serious problem, the energies of the pepple Vlere 
concentrated ·upon finding fault with these courts , 
institutions , and·publio officials . From a funda-
mental standpoint , the major error of democratic 
peoples, in regard to the handling of many social 
problems , especially orime , has been their failure 
to realize that de ocracy,to succeed , entails com-
munity responsibilities on the part of its citizens 
which cannot be met by the d legation of authority 
even to the most conscientious of paid officials . " 1J 
Limitation of Study . 
This study is limited to the study of one hundred 
thirty- five oases of male juvenile delinquents sent to the 
Brockton Delinquency Clini c during the period from April 
30, 1937 to January 31, 1939 . 
Importance and Extent of the Problem 
The problem of juvenile delinquency in this country 
is of immense importance not only because of its size , but 
also because of the implication that here lies the earlier 
manifestations of many of our problems of crime . It is from. 
the juvenile delinquents that a large per cent of our future 
criminals will be recruited. 
iJ'Norman Fenton,cited by Kenneth s . Beam, "Coordinating Coun-
cils," National Probation Association , p . l4 . 
4 
' nHea.ly tU'l Bronn$1" attldie 420 males who .d 
be n delinquent as children ill Ohioa o, st ot 
whom were b yond th a e per1o eighteen to twenty 
three at the time of tbe .atudy. Fifty peroent of 
this oup had court reoQrds as adults. They com-
par 4 two oups o-r 400 3uven1le often ere in Bos-
ton qith the Chic ,o ~;roup. I~ t · t1 at group 
de · t with by the eourt 'b t~.-~n 1909 e.nd 1914, 2l 
p r oent bad ad'Ul t court records. The s · oond group 
s dealt t1th in 1918 and 1919, and included 26 
p r cent with ~ourt ro~o:rds ll'S ad.Ultth Veey ild 
n1indemeano.rs were not lnolu.ded in t-heso pere n.tages." 
"!n the tudy 1 by Sheldon and EleanoT 'r. Glueck, 
of young men committed to the Massa~busetts Re~orm­
o.tory ~ mo t of ho WCl'f' betwe tll the ages of i ... 
teen and twenty-s en years at the t e of oo t-
ment , 1t was found tbe.t more than t. rea-fourth • 
'1?, 2 par cent, had be n und&r seven to n year a ot · 
ag t tb tbte of their first known delinquency • 
and 27 er eent. had been under the a e of twel.ve. 
Nearly t~ee-fltth~ of the boys, 68. 2 p~r cent . were 
known to have been an t d while under sev-enteen. "lf .. 
The follovtin report v1as given by Bhulman : 
? " study of 145 y~ major crim:inaJ.a sho d 
that tue maJority bega heir oa~eera ot d linquenoy 
as chil4rEtn,;. presenti .., b hav1or problems in .:;c.hool 
and later becoming truant3.~ 
. .. n lt.n()thor study o 2 l youu._ n Who six to ight 
years be ore had be n dieoburg 4 from th t ew York 
Truant ohool whore they ha4 b~en committed tor 8nro-
n1o t~anc , closed upon £G~ow~up that ohronio 
truancy as a disqu1 ting number of eas s , the first 
step in a oriminal e.a:re~r-. 51 per oont ot tho beya 
requir d the attention or 90lioe and oourta ~uring 
the six to ~ight yea~ period subsequ nt to their 
rel &e from truant aohool. n !I r 
and''"tironner, Sheldon und Eleanor T. Glueck, cited 
Child Health nd oteotion. 
!/ H. hulman, "Crime v&nt1on and the ubl1c Schools," 
..;::::t'b=e~J'o-.,ur:::;.:n•a;;;::l......,.o,.r.......,·..,.d...,u_c...,a.-t.,..io ... n......,...._,.&...,~o""'c .... 1....,o.,..l .... o .,Q..,., Vol.IV. (Oct . 1~30) 
PPtt 69-7~~ ' • -
5 
"Based on the estimate of criminologists 
that 1 per cent of the population of the United 
States engage in so e form of crime, this group 
of 251 truants ere reuponsible during this lim-
ited period of from six to eight years, for four-
teen times their expected proportion of major 
offences.'' 1/ 
Although leading autharities a ree that there is a tre-
mendous amount of juvenile delinquency of either one kind or 
another, recent studies show that "nation-wide statistics as 
to juvenile delinquency are incomplete, inaccurate, andlack-
ing in uniformity." y Newspaper and magazine accounts fre-
quently quote statistics and indicate the wide-spread preva-
lence of juvenile delinquency. 
"On the basis of th b st available statistics 
it is fair to say that in 1928 about 200 , 000 differ-
ent delinquent children were dealt with bythe courts . / 
In the area for which statistics are available a• 
bout one per cent of the children of school a .e come 
before t courts as d linquents in one year. This 
figu.ce takes no cognizanc of an undoubtedly much 
larger group dealt with by the police without recourse 
of the court." ~ 
Sanforu Bates, i n a puper given at the ~ationul Confer-
ence of Social No:rk in 1938, said: 
Nationally we are receptive to triking 
figures; therefore, prophets of disaster tell us 
that crime costs fifteen billion dollars a year 
and e accept it without any clear idea of what 
this figure really amounts to and without havin 
seen any itemization ot it, because there can be none ... .1/ 
17 H.L. Shulmnn, op.cit.,pp.69-?l. 
y ucrime Prevention Through Eduontion. "Res urohBulletin oC the 
National Education Association ,Vol.X No.4(oept.l932) p.l43 
~The Delinquent Child, op.cit.~p.l9. 
1/ Sanford Bates, op.c1t.tp.2. 
Brill and Payne state: 
"It has been estimat d that the total cost 
of' crime is $15 ,000,000,000 annually, the greater 
part o.f which is spent for the apprehension and 
trial of criminals, and in housing them in reform-
atories, jails and prisons. In contrast to this , 
the estim· ted total expenditure for all education, 
public and private, from kindergarten through col-
lege, reported to the United otates Office of Ed-
ucation in 1931-1932 was ·3 , 083 , 808 , 785." lf 
The estimates of the co~t of crime vary from one billion 
to the fifteen billion dollars per year quoted by these au-
thors, Whichever figure is correct, it is a tremendous a-
mount of money. 
'Literature and research in this field indio· te very 
forcibly that delinquency and crime prevention presents one 
of our largest and most important unsolved social problems . "~ 
Studies of This or elated Problems by Other 
Investigators und Th ir ContrJbutions 
Many educational studies have made contributions to our 
knowledge of juvenile delinquency, but only some of those 
considered pertinent to this study will b considered here . 
Sullen er observes: 
"If we are to be able to cope with the pro-
blem of delinquency or any form of behavior not in 
harmony with the standards of society, emust under-
stand the child and the total situation that makes 
him what he is." y 
:J)Jeanette G.Brill andE . George Payne , The Adolescent Court 
and Crime Prevention, p . l59. 
gJ ~alter M. 'lallack ," lha.t the Educator Can Do to Prevent De-
linquency, " The chool Execut1ve , LVIII(Jan.l939)1 p . 22. 
J 
? 
.) 
The home and its environment are considered important 
influences in the lives of delinquents and any forces that 
have tended to operate in a detrimental way on t hese fac-
tors have also ·had an influence on the lives of the indiv-
iduals involved. The broken home with its many complica tions 
hus been considered an important f actor · by . uny authors. 
In speaking of children from broken homes, it is n ~oe -
sary to keep in mind that w~ are here dealing 
homogen ous roup but with several groups. 
· with one 
allenstein based his study on the basis of two dis-
tinct categories of broken homes: "{a) homes broken by the 
death of eitller one or both ot the parents, and (b) homes 
broken through divorce, separation, or desertion. "l/ It could 
be ar gued tha t these differences are in part due either to 
~ereditary forces or to the atmosphere of constant recr~mi­
nation and animosity to which the child was exposed , rather 
than to the influence of "brokenhomeness" alone. 
"The very schism that oocurred b tw en the 
parents ef the broken- home children of the second 
category may be cited as evid nee in favor of the 
argument. For it might seem that parents deviat-
ing temperamentally from the normal , so that they 
oould in no TdY find adjustment to each other, 
should tend to beget children with a disposition 
for maladjustment or to force them later by way 
of their own conduct into such disposition . •ry 
y Nehemiah "Tallenstein , Character and Personality of Children 
from Broken Homes , p . 4. 
E) Ibid. , p . 4 . 
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Neuman in a treatis based upon certain observations in 
a home for dependent childrEn, facing place ent, holds that 
"unstable homes are the raw material of avery case orker." 
Insecurity and a feeling of di~ference which accompany th~ 
broken-home situ tion are potent factors which influence the 
character of the child. According to the author, n arly all 
the children who were brought back from a foster home for r -
-placement showed behavior and personality problems. 1/ 
Colcord differentiates between the home broken by death 
and the home broken as a result of parental discord. Loss of 
security and loss of pride in the family nnd 
"not alone the gross phenomena of famil~ 'break-
age ' are the factors influencing the children in 
tho broken home. The less open manifestations of 
family discord and instability have their plac in 
the causation of behavior problems in children. A 
ho from ;hich a well•loved parent has been re• 
moved by death is not the ame thing at all as one 
violently disrupted by the end results of parental 
disagreement." y 
Mead is of the opinion that in the present aociety with 
its highly complex civilizatio~, extensive variety of choices, 
and grcQt mobility, the breruting of the home is very harmful 
to the ohild, 
"lt can be seen readily that shattering and disas ... 
trous effects oan follow divorce or death . The 
ohild's standard of values, point o departure, 
haven of security is broken. The problematioal re-
lfF. Neuman, The Eff ot on the Child of an ·Unsta'ble Home Situ-
ation,u Mental Hygiene,XII (October>,l928) ,pp.742- 750. 
yJ.Colcord."Discussion of ' Are -Broken no es a Causative Fac-
tor in Juvenile Delinq_uency'?'n Social Forces,X ( May~l932), 
pp.525-553. 
9 
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1,596 cases, and the non- delinquent group comprised !,278 
children. };/ 
After statistically allowing for the differences in 
nationality and age which they found between the delinquents 
and the non-delinquents, the authors conclude that the rate 
of broken homes tor the two delinquent groups exceeds the 
rate of broken homes for the public school group by only 6.4 
per cent and 5 . 9 per cent respectively, Accordingly , they 
infer that "delinquents and public school children are not 
significantly different as to the incidence or broken homes," 
This inference, in turn, may be interpreted as indicating 
that the broken home is not a factor in delinquency. A limi-
tation of the Shaw and McKay study might consist in the con-
clusion which the authors draw from their findings , that 
there is no significant difference between the delinquents 
and the non-delinquents in the incidence of broken homes . Hor-
ever, the authors specify that "it shoUld be borne in mind 
that the cases ot delinquents used in this comparison were 
largely serious gang offenders. Whi le no very significant 
dif ferences were found between the rate of broken homes in 
this series of delinqu nte and the control group, it is en-
tirely possible that there might be very significant differ-
ences bet een groups of boys who present personality problems 
;1.2 
1/Clifford R. Shaw and Henry D. Mokay ,"Are Broken Homes a 
Causative Factor in Juvenile Delinquency?" Social Foroes,X(l932)) 
pp.514-524. 
and a group of school boys of the same age and nationality." 
This may be taken to mean that althou h the broken home is 
not a factor in delinquency , it may be a factor in personality 
problems. l/ 
s. and E. Glueck in their summary of family backgrounds 
of juvenile delinquency say that: ~ 
1. There is a considerable incidence of foreign-
born parentage among our juvenile delinque~ts , 
only one-fifth of the fathers having bean born in 
America. Two-fifths of th foreign-born fathers 
came from Italy, a proportion muoh higher than 
that in the general population; one- sixth of the 
fathers were born in Ireland, a proportion lower' 
than that in the general population; another sixth 
came from Russia , a porportion similar to that of 
the general populationl one-twelfth of the fathers 
of our boys were born in Canada , as compared with 
one- sixth of the ganeralpopulation. All but one-
tenth of the parents of the delinquents had resid-
ed in America for eleven or more years, a time suf-
ficiently lone for adaptation to American custons 
and standards, if adaptive capacity were present. 
2. The educational equipment of the parents of 
our delinquents was far from adequate . In half 
the cases , one or both parents had no formal 
schooling whatsoever , and o~y five per cent had 
attended high school. There was , moreover, a much 
highor in~idence of illiteracy among the p rents 
of our delinquents than in the general population. 
3. The economic condition of the families of the 
youthful delinquents as very poor. Less thnn one-
fouDth were in comfortable circumstances , i . e. had 
means enough to maintain themselves tor at least 
four months in case of unemployment of the bread-
winner . In only 121 families had there been no 
assistance of one kind or another trom social wel-
l/Clifford R.Shaw and Henry D. McKay , op.cit.,pp. 514-524. 
~Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor T.Glueck,One Thousand Juvenile 
Delinquents. pp.S0- 81. 
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There has been practically no valid statistical study 
of the relation of th ohuroh to juvenil delinquency. List-
ing the nreligion" ot the delinquent is a tabular enter-
prise that in no sense comprehends those deeper spiritual 
v lues which the church might represent to the child.!/ 
Binford says in a report to the Nation 1 Probation 
Association that: 
"one of the reatest needs of a child is to feel 
himself in harmonious relation to an ordered uni-
verse and to an ultimate destiny . For many children 
these needs are answered through the adul·ts who 
~ediately surround them. Yet , it has been the 
church wh ch has through the ages ministered to 
these cravings . " gJ 
''There are two connotations . of the deepest sig-
nificance: Th~ Churoh must develop ~ome further 
consonanc between the pplication ot its teach-
ings and the age in whlah ~e live . Assuredly 
the problem of maladjustment will continue to 
stagger us unless this consonance appearo in 
some alearer form.'' 
"'l'he child can be educated to those sa.crifio s 
that are inevitable in meeting the duties an 
responsibilities of living with others only when 
he has been given in way the sense or accepting 
himself as being in harmonious relation to all 
that is about him. He vho guides must rem mber 
the child's basic security and o~~h needs in 
their widest meaning and must discover to what 
extent the Church tie of the delinquen~ is ful-
filling these needs . " 
Van Waters states that: 
"the church as a guiding force in the life of youth 
if alter c. Reckless and Mapheus Smith, Juvenile Delinquency , 
p.l50 
~Jessie F. Binford . "Unders tanding · the Delinquent," Yearbook 
National Probation Association , l93l , pp . 23- 24. 
should be the chief asset in a community pro-
gram to prevent delinquency. In many places 
it will form and direct a large part of the so-
cial life of the individual. It oan no longer 
remain aloof from social or political problems, 
but must assume active leadership." ]J 
Sullenger, in the book "Social Determinants in Juvenile 
Delinquency," makes the following observations: 
"School has become a powerful factor in th 
life of childhood and youth . Next to the nome it 
is t he most constructive force in the formation 
of life's attitudes and interests. A large per-
centage of the delinquents today definitely began 
their careers during the years they were attend• 
ing school. The school had these young people 
rhen they were developing anti-social trends and 
attitudes . Many criminal careers result from the 
failure of the school to adjust the curriculum to 
the children's individual needs . These children 
are challenged by the delinquent activities of 
their associates much more than by the activities 
of the school . 
"Delinquents have been mal adjusted largely 
because they tailed to fit into the routine of 
the standardized school regime. It is evident 
that we must protect our children by diagnosing 
their needs more efficiently; by properly classi-
fying them; by adjusting the curricula, class or-
ganization and methodology to their particular 
needs , interests, and abilities ; and by enlisting 
their interests. All this calls for socially-
minded and socially- trained teachers."Y 
The White House Conference reports that: 
"Becaus practically all juvenile delinqu-
ents are of school age , the school is intimately 
involved in the entire problem of delinquency. A 
study of the matter, however, that rested solely 
upon statistical conside~ation in no sense would 
1JMlriam Van \;aters, 'Youth in Con!'lict. p . 272 . 
~T. Earle Sullenger, Op.Cit. p.97. 
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do justice to the problems in adjustment that 
present themselves to the child in his school 
life. Truancy is not only the acknowledged 
milieu of many of the more disturbing malad-justments, but also usually the earliest overt 
indicator of a more serious failure in life 
adjustment that may h ve been of long standing . 
MUch the same may be said of the other oon- · 
fliots with school authority and discipline , 
they are , a t once, the precursors of more sinis-
ter conflicts with all authority and the deli-
cate meters of otherwise unrecognised difficulty. "l/ 
~~ in a study, found more delinquents had poor schol-
arship than the control group and it was very sien1ficant 
that ~o l ess than 53 per cent of these young people expressed 
a dislike for school.~ 
Snyder in his 'Comparis n of Mental Traits and Attitudes 
of Delinquent Boys and Girls" found the following to be the 
outstandin factors of maladjustment : retardation, truanc¥, 
graded too high for mental age , and behavior problem because 
of unsatisfactory school work ,]V 
Much of the literature in the field of juvenile delin-
quency reveals gener 1 agreement with the findin s or Healy, 
snyder ; Sullenger , etc . Further.mor , the schools have a 
natural and distinct responsibility in relation to this pro~ 
bl m, its prevention and treatment, and because of their 
vantageous position for ear1y recognition of behavior and per-
l/ hite House Conference on Child Health and Protection, The 
~elinquent Child , p . 99 . 
~William Healy nd August F. Bronner ,New Light on Delinquency 
and ita Tr ntment , pp~48-62. 
~Marguerite A.Snyder , "A Comparison of Mental Traits and At i-
tudes of Delinqu nt Boys and Girls , "Journal of Juvenile Re-
search , XV(JUlY'1, l93l) ,pp.l8l-l91. 
p2 
• \ 
sonality difficulties, should therefore, be aware of their 
opportunities . 1/ 
The literature in the field of juvenile delinquency make 
it very obvious that when we study the history of a delin-
quent or criminal person we are likely to discover that the 
pattern of his conduct is closely related to some abnormality 
in his physical, mental, or emotional make- up; to the environ-
mental forces he ha encountered, or to a combination of all 
of these. 
Doubtless, we could go a long way toward the prevention 
of delinquency if we would only make use of such kno ledge 
and understanding of causal factors as we now have. Effective 
prevention implies a program based upon the total sum of hu-
man knowledge concerning the nature and nurture-of man and his 
'social and economic relationships. The program must be as 
broad as life itself. Prevention is not to be accomplished 
by any special group of individuals. It is a task in whioh 
all must participate . ~ 
Description of Data 
The data for this thesis are obtained from primary sources , 
the records of the Juvenile Delinquency Clinic of the Brook-
ton Probation Department¥ of the School Depaptment, and by per-
lJMassachusetta Child Council , Juvenile Delinquenoz in 
setts ~a a Public Responsibility, p. 139. 
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BROCKTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS-LIFE CARD 
Name 
Address 
Parent's Name 
Pupil's Date of Birth 
Date of Entering School 
:geason for Leaving 
Scale :-'---1 =Outstanding 
ATTITUDE TOWARD: 
2=0rdinary 
School Work .................................. .. 
Other Pupils .................................. .. 
Teachers .......................................... _ 
Mount Pictures Here 
Birthplace 
Date of Leaving School 
3=Poor 
Personal Appearance ..................................... .. 
Manners 
Personality .-.......................................................... . 
Special Interests .................................. - ............................................... Weaknesses ............ - ..................................... - .......................... - ........... -
Remarks 
No.Days Citizen- tlchnlar- Health I Grade School Date Attended ship •h'p Eyes Ears Gen. Teacher 
' 
I 
.. · 
~ 
High School Course I.Q. Glasses 7 When7 
Sample Life Card 
25 a 
I" 
l 
I 
! 
I 
! 
I 
lif~e C!j:ommouwealt~ of Jllaumtr~usettu 25b 
- DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
Name PHYSICAL RECORD Town (City) 
-
--
-
.. .. 
Address Parent Family Physician . ' ,..:. 
Date of Birlh * - ·=sex - ---- l3irthpl-ace;- Father, Country Occupation (F) 
Place of Birth Birthplace, M::;,ther, Country Occupation (Ml 
-
Date"' 
Throat, 
' 
Tonsils and Other 
School Nose, Adenoids and Others 
Grade Glands 
General Appear-
ance of Health Heart 
Posture Lungs 
Scalp Feet and Spine 
. 
-
- -
Skin Nervous System 
Teeth Speech 
Ear (Diseases) 
Eyes (Diseases) I Examiner (Initials) 
CODE: 0- Normal 
1 - Slight defect Y- Irremediable 00/2X- Inadequate Correction 
2- Moderate X- Notice T- Under treatment 
3- Marked 00 - Adequate Correction PP - Parent Present 
Date 
Height 
Weigh t 
Date !_:,.o 
Height .:.;\ 
Weigh t ·:f .x 
Date 
Height ~ 
Weight ~-
Date 
R. L. R. L. R. L. R. L. R. L. R. L. R. L. R. L. R. L R. L R. L. R. L R. L. R. L. R. L. 
Sigh t 
Hear ing 
RECORD OF DEFECTS REQUIRING TREATMENT 
Date Defect Date Defect Date Defect 
CH..PT ,. n 
CO I'lq AGENCIES AND PROCEDURES I N DE I NG 
WITH DELIN UENT~ IN BROCKT01 • 
a a result of a survey in the city of Brookton in 1937, 
a type of Coordinating Council was organized. The need for 
this type of community nterprise is well described by a 
resolution adopted at the Unit d States ~ torney General •s 
Conferenc on Crim held in Washin ton in December , 1934. 
"The conference recognizes that criminal 
careers usually originate in the early yea~s of 
negl cted childhood, and that t he ost fundamen-
tal and hopeful measures of crime prevention are 
those directed toward discove ·i ng the und rlyin~ 
factors in the delinquency of children, and · 
strengthening and coordinating the resources of 
the home, the school, and the community for child 
tr ining and child guidance. It commends the pro-
gress that has been made in certain states and lo-
calitieo in drawing -together thro such agencies 
as coordinating councils, all available local for-
ces to combat wholesome influences upon youth. 
It urges state and national leadership through 
appropriate governmental and voluntary or aniza-
tions , in fo stering the development of these coor-
dinating agencies , the provision of instinctive, 
educational , vocational, and recreational opportu-
nities for youth , and the provision of competent, 
skilled service to child~&n in need of guidance 
and correction."l/ 
Beam says , in his discussion of the growth of the Coor-
dination Council ovement, th t the first council vas organized 
about twenty years go, and since that t e this ovement has 
i/ eport of the United States Attorney General ' s Conference on 
Crime, Cited by Ke·nneth • Beam, "The Coordinating Council 
ovement," p.l. 
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justmenta. The mere fact that the members of the Clinic 
Staff are also members of the Council simplifies the call-
ing in of cooperative social agencies in the pro am for re-
habilitation. The entire hearing is handled in an informal 
u 
way and there is no resulting c~rt record or court action . 
As a result of this informal hearing, specific r com-
mendations are made and the boy and his parents are required 
to report again to the clinic inorder to find out the extent 
to which these recommendations are being followed. Naturally, 
the success of this work depends to a large extent on the 
co-operation of the delinquent and his family. The clinic may 
prescribe and provide. It remains for the delinquent to ac-
cept and cooperate . Sometimes the clinic discovers that the 
delinquent is not entirely at fault; his parents may also be 
to blame; perhaps the p~rents in turn may be merely the vic• 
tims of unfortunate circumstances. 
It is hoped that this clinic will be ·a device that will 
tend to prevent delinquency and keep boys out of court. Al-
though there are no statistics as yet to prove its value, it 
appears to be fulfilling this function dmirably. 
~l 
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of his studies he says that there is an association betwe 1h 
abnormal marital relations ofparents , i.e., death , divorce , 
or separation among parents , and juvenile d linquency. This 
~eduction is largely supported by the above facts . 1/ 
Healy found an incidence of 49 percent of abnormal mari-
tal relations of parents among his repeaters passing through 
the Chicago Juvenile Court .~ 
In a study made of 808 delinquent boys in Omaha, Nebraska, 
Sullenger reports the incidence of broken homes to be 45 . 2 
p r cent. ~ 
From data collected by Shaw and McKay , it appears that 
·if family situations are important influences in juvenile 
delinquency, we must look for these influences in the more 
subtle aspects of family relation hips . ~ Although the formal 
break i n the family may not in itself be an important deter-
·mining factor , it is probable that the conflicts, tensions , 
and attitudes , which precipitate the disorganizat~on may con-
tribute materially to the development of the delinquency and 
personality problem or the child.~ • 
jJJohn Slawson , The Delinquent Boy, p.359 . 
!jWilliam Healy,cited by Clifford R. Shaw, and Henry D.McKay, 
6p.cit.~p.262. 
~T.Earl Sullenser, op. cit~p . 25. 
~Clifford R. Shaw and Henry D. McKay , op.cit.,p . 285 . 
that: 
BUrt 'found two times s large proport-ion ot took n 
p r c t ot t institutional c t nt . ror t he fir t tx 
unbroken 
~o11 1 is a t bl indioa t ne 
ifCyrll ~. Tho YoH!!S D :11npf!!l"f1• PP• 2-95. 
§/Oh l - n Unde Inet1tut1onal c , c1t a b u ter c. R 
an4 heu ~ , o • it. . • ll • 
TABLE I 
BROKEN HOMES OF BROCKTON DELIN DENTS 
Type of Number of Percentage of 
Broken Home Deling,u nts Broken. Homes 
Mother dead 3 2 . 2 
Father dead 13 9.5 
Fath r deserted 13 . 5 
Mother deserted 2 1.4 
State War·dn 5 3.7 
Divorced 1 .? 
ather in jail 1 .7 
Step-father 2 1.4 
Separated 1 .7 
Mother invalid 2 1.4 
Father invalid 
-A.. 2 . 2 
Total 46 34. 
The criterion selected for a broken home was that one 
or both or the parents have been re~oved from it by death, 
divorce, separation, desertion , or long abs nee due to con-
finement in an institution because or illness or arrest. 
Although death and desertion are the major causes or bro-
ken homes in the Brockton group , divorce, separation, ill-
ness, tc. , are causes to a lesser degree and equally 1m-
portant in individual cases. 
41 
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though it is entirely possible that the home may be 
harmonious even th~gh broken , or that those in broken homes 
~ have profited because of the reak, we cannot neglect the 
fact that very often the father .ie a stabilizing influence 
in the life of his adol escent son. Furthermore , the family . 
as an institution, serves to regulate the activities of a 
boy according to its standards and ideals; when it breaks 
down , it is apt to affect the attitudes and personality of 
the boy, Therefore the loss of either the father or mother 
in the home is apt to be a very serious one in the total 
family situation . 
Foreign- born Barents 
Criminologists and social workers have frequently allud-
ed to the natural conflict of cultural and ethical standards 
and attitudes between the American- born younger generation 
and the foreign- born parents . The Gluecks conclude that : 
"onl y by some such expl anation can ono accoun 
for the finding of a number of careful analyses 
of the di fference i n the nativit y of the of en-
ders and their parents , made in the di fferent 
parts of the country , which point to the conclu-
sion that native- born children of foreign or 
mixed parentage have a higher incidence of crim-
inality tha~ 1the native- born off- spring of native parentage . "~ 
Among the 9?G boys studied by them, ?0 . 3 per cent rere 
native born of foreign or mixed parentage indicating a large 
preponderance of foreign parentage . 
1/Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck , op . cit ., p . 85 . 
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h re 1 a rk a 1 lari y b ~en t.he r ults ot p:r 
1o tud1es and or eond1 ti ns 1n rockton , which eho e4 
a eomp a with 2 r o nt in th .. e :r and ro r report 
on t.h~ sis or povert · de in d a.s the oon tant t~ ,l to 
1l 
·o both an a " • a d 62• e nt in t l u c tu 
!I 
on tn b s1s of '" · ole-s r.ae h s .. * It a also a ·tti-
ca4 .. t th. t 60 er cent o'f th bo~;} eo fro · ave 
die t- that ther is r letiva)S 11ttl , linq e 01 1n th 
b t er .. ha.n a rage o e . Th oaG 'b lov v in ck-
jj ... ly and a F. 1"0 loc. c1 , 
!:/ eld.on Glue and ..:.le~ or • Glueck ,. 1o-e . o1t.-
ton are cnarao~erized by poor economic status , low rents , and 
old houses in poor repair in areas that are in process of de-
terioration, with all the accompany! g influences that are 
usuallJ conducive to the development of delinquency. There 
is a high incidence of relief among these families according 
to the fe l fare authorities in this -city. All this indicates 
that there is some asgociation bet een delinquency in Brook-
ton and the physical and economic conditions observed in the 
home • 
Size of Family 
though precise weight cannot be given to this factor 
it cannot be ignored in an a.tt mpt to understand the make-up 
and needs of delinquents . Sullenger makes the observation 
that the size of the family of delinqpents as judged from the 
number of children in these families has generallY_been con-
sidered by social wor~ers as a factor meriting consideration 
from the point of view of delinquency causation. 1/ amily 
size is by no means a simple factor , ho~ever, and may be re-
lated more closely to other tacts than to delinquency. Pov-
erty may be a result of large families and the tvo may re-
sult in, inferior housing and nei ghborhood conditions, in-
..t:.erior social situations and other' similar factors: y 
Slawson found that : 
1/T. Earl Sullenger, op . cit. , p . 70 
~ falter T. Reckless and pheus Smith, op . cit . ,p . l22 . 
49 
. 
"the presence of a slight pos itive associntion 
between size of family and juvenile delinquency 
is i ndicated by t he fact t h t there is a slight 
excess of the number of children in the f 
lies of delinquent boys as oo~pared -ith non-
delinquent employed boys--~6 ; 17 16. There 
was a significant di fference of . 60 between 
the rage number of children in the fami-
lies f 1522 delinquent boys and 147,925 em-
ployed boys." 1/ 
The Gluecks found by their comparative study of the av-
erage number of persons per family in Boston as compar d with 
those that delinquents came fromL that it e draw the small 
family line at 4 children, 57 . 5 per cent v,ere members of 
families of 5 or more children , indicating that "our juvenile 
delinqu nts are thus shown to come from families appreciably 
l arger than the average Massachusetts family . ~ 
Sullenger in his Omaha study reports 54 per cent of the 
delinquents were members of f lies of 5 or more children 
and as a r esult of his findings concluded that re was a 
olos corr l a tion between the size of family nd delinquency.~ 
l/ John Slawson, op. cit. , p . 439 . 
y Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck, op. cit . , p. 78. 
:Y T. Earl Sullen er, op. cit ., p.l86 . 
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d linquency except in specific oases . Slawson says the re-
lation betw en the factor "mother being gainfully employed" 
singly considered, and juvenile delin ueny is slight if any. 
l 
The conclusion is baaed on the following findings: 
"There are only 1.2 times as many mothers 
~ainfully engaged among the delinquent boys as 
among New York City public school children. the 
coefficient of correlation being only . 07 . " 
" hen the indidence of working mothers a-
mong the delinquent boys is compared with that 
among public school children coming from an 
inferior social status, we find that the per-
centage of working mothers among non-delinquents 
even exceeds that among the d linquents . " 
"Our correlational analysis sho s no sig-
nifio nt difference be ween the number of 
arrests and severity of the delinquent careers 
of the boys whose mothers are gainfully employed 
and whose mothers are not so employed. " ]/ 
A recent study of employed mothers in Philad lphia 
shows that almost one- fourth of the children under fourteen 
of 1500 families selected for intensiv study were without 
any planned supervision during the time of the mother ' s em-
ploymont . 
The results of an investigation by the Juvenile Divi-
sion of the unicipal Court of Philadelphia of 4000 delin-
quents indicates that 24 per cent of the mothers were em-
ployed . ~ 
1l''h1te House Conference on Child. Health and Proteotion,op. 
oit .,pp.353-354 . 
~John Slawson,op .cit., p . 438. 
£/The Thirteenth Annual R8 port 
ph1all926 , cited by \1hit tiou 
teot on, op.oit ., p.354 . 
of Municipal Court of Phil adel-
Confer noe Child Health and Pro-
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Total Number of 
Delinquents 
1~5 
'rABLE vi 
NUMB R 0 .!OTHERS 
OF BROCKTON DELIN~UF~S 
Number of others 
Employed 
28 
TABLE VII 
Percentage of 
Employed others 
20.7 
NUMBER OF EMPLOYED MOTHERS OF 
RUSSELL JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS~ BROCKTON, ~ S. CHUSETT3 
~ber or 
P pils 
472 
Number of MOthers 
Employed 
6'1 
Percentage of 
Employed Mothers 
12.1 
These Brockton results, of 20.7 per cent employed mothers, 
in the delinquent group compares very closely with the re-
sults obtained in Philadelphia wh e out of four thousan~ 
delinquents 24 per cent of the mothers were employ d. 1/ 
Furthermore, a comparison of the data in Table VI with th t 
of Table VII shows ·that there ar 8.6 per cent more employed 
mothers in the delinquent group tho.n in th Russ 11 J"unior 
High School group. .~though previous studies indicate that, 
on the hole , this factor has only a slight significnncy,re-
l/The Thirteenth Annual Report of Municipal Court of Philadel-
phia, 1926, cited by thite Rouse Conference on Child Health 
and Protection,loc. cit . 
,55 
sults of Philadelphia dnd Brockton surveys seem to indicate 
that in combination with other factors it has had a very de-
finite bearing on individual cases because of the lack of 
supervision in the home during the day. The lack of super-
vision has given boys with delinquent tendencies unlimited 
opportunity to acquire bad companions and go out to do as 
they please. 
Intell1sence 
Bartlett and Harris , as a result of a study m de to 
discover what factors in a boy's make- up and in his environ-
ment might have specific bearing upon his anti-social be-
havior , found that differencesin intelligence do not stand 
out betreen delin~uent and non-delinquent populations , though 
p obably a larger number of older boys will be found with 
limited general intelli enoe in tho delinqu nt groups . l/ 
Dur~ in his study of 197 boys and girls found their averago 
I. ~ . to be 89. !/ 
Results of the Healy and Bronner Study are indicated 
in Table VIII. 
jjE. R. Bartlett and D. B. Harris, "Personality Factors in 
Delinquency , " XLIII (May;, 1936) , pp. 653- 656. 
!/Ciril Burt, op.oit ., p 283. 
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MENT 
I. ~· ot 
Delinauents 
110 or above 
90- 110 
86•90 
72-80 
69-71 
TABLE VIII 
TEST FINDINGS FOR 153 DELIN~UEiffS ]:/ 
Percentage of 
Delinguents 
11 
53 
27 
7 
2 
57 
Reckless and Smith conclude that while psychological 
data reveal a proportion of low intelligence among delin-
quents, this fact does not mean necessarily that this was 
the factor that c ed the misbehavior. gJ In a study made 
of the members of a delinquent group in Chicago by Shaw and 
McKay, the results show that the i ntelligonce quotients in-
dicate a rather normal distribution and range from 76 to 119.~ 
l/~lilliam Healy and Augusta F. Bronner, New Light on Delin-
q~ency and its Treatment, p. 52. 
y walter c. Reckless and Mapheus Smith , op . cit., pp . 99-l09. 
]VClifford R. Shaw and Henry D. MoKay, op.cit., pp . 200-22~. 
TABLE IX 
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS FOR BROCKTON~~IN~UENTs 
umber of Percentage of 
Delinquents Delinquents 
7 110 or above 10 
39 90-110 55 .7 
19 80- 90 27 . 2 
3 ?0-80 4.2 
2 70 or less 2~9 
Total 70 100. 
The results presented in Table IX are for the seventy 
delinquents who had been tested for intelli enoe . rrthough 
previous studies and psychological data reveal a variety 
of opinions in so f ar as intelligence is a ta c ~or in ju-
venile delinquency, the consensus of opinion is that the 
delinquent group tends to be slightly below normal . 
The Brookton results sho 'I a range ot I . • 's from 63 to 
118 as compared with the Shaw and oKay study which shows a 
range from 76 to 119. considered by them a rather normal dis-
11 
tribution . The data in Table· X'shows the Brockton resu1ts 
compare closely with those of Healy and Bronner • 
J)Clirf'or • Shaw and Henry D. oKay, loc.oit. 
68 
TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF THE INTELLIGENCE UOTIENTS OF THE 
BROCKTON DELINQUENTS 71ITH THE HEALY D BRONNER STUDY 
Brockton Percentage of 
Delin uents Delin uents 
... 
110 or above 11 110 or above 10 
90-110 53 90- 110 55 . 7 
80-90 27 80-90 27 . 2 
72-80 7 70-80 4.2 
69- 71 2 70 or less 2 . 9 
- -
Total 100 100. 
It seems rather significant that such a small percentage 
have extremely low intelligence , and sho s that thi~ group 
cannot be blamed for much of our d linquency. The median 
I. ~. in the Brockton group is 94, a figure which is close to 
the result ot previous studies which are quoted as finding 
that the oup tends slightly below a normal one. Although 
l ack of intelligence in an individual may be a decisive 
cause of delinqueney, the evidence suggests that it cannot 
be considered a prevailing factor for the ry oup. 
]J llliam Healy and Augusta F. Bronner , loc. cit . 
59 
Retardation 
Literature in the field of juvenile delinquency indicates 
that ther is a large amount of school r tardation in the de-
· linquent group and that e authors feelmany of the indiv-
!duals are not well adjusted in school. 
The Committee on Delinquency of the hite House Confer-
ence r ports the followi~ on: 
"The relation of school retardation of delinquency, 
58.6 percent of the fourteen and fifteen year old juvenile delinquents committed to in titutions re-
ported by the United States Census Bureau for the 
first six months of 1923 had not reached the sev-
enth grad , while 17 . 4 per cent of the children 
sixteen years of ~~e and over were in grad s lower 
than the fifth." y 
A study by Mercer of "School Maladjustment as a factor in 
Juvenile Delinquency" revealed that of the 85 boys included 
in the study 56 per cent were retarded for their chronologi-
cal a e. ~ The Glueoka observe that another i portant fac-
tor in this general connection of mal adjustment is th t of 
school retardation, which is related not only to the makeup 
of our juvenile delinquents but also to their school atton-
danoe and behavior , and to the great mobility of families. 
Of 935 oases in which the ext nt of school retardation was 
known. 84.5 percent were at least retarded one year in their 
school work. ~ 
1J hite ouse Conference on Child Health and Protection,op. 
cit. ,p.l22. 
60 
&jM.·L.Mercer,"School Maladjustment ·as a actor in Juvenile De-
linquenoy,"Journal of Juvenile Research ,XIV(January,l930)pp.41-42. 
~Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck ,op.oit.,p.87. 
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An xamination of the Brockton results indicates that 
there is a large proportion. of retardation , a fact which is 
shown by previous studies that have bean made . Fifty- seven 
per cent of t he Brookton group were retarded, as compared 
·lf 
with 56 p r cent in rc r's study, 58.6 per cent in the 
·y 
Bureau r port , and 84.5 per cent in United States Census y 
the Glueck study. Although the group studied in Brookton 
seems to be a normal one for intelligence, as measured by 
intelligence tests , it is significant that r tardation for 
the group is much higher than would be expected from a group 
as hi in int lligence. This high incidence of retardation 
ooming in a group with only slight tendency toward low in-
tellieence indicates that adjustment and success in school 
are dependent upon a number of factors . Physical disability 
and emotional 1:-nstab~lity may be -underlying factors in poor 
schola~ahip and retard& i n. Th~re may be unsuspected fac-
tors in the home or neighborhood which have a direct or in-
direct bearing on maladjustment in school . Some boys de-
velop antagonistic attitudes toward the teacher and the school, 
and some have no desire to do school work . Sometimes the 
sohool fails to meet the needs and interests of individuals 
and they become maladjusted because of their inability to fit 
into the standardized routine of the ohool. These factors , 
1/M.L.Mercer, loo . cit. 
!/White House Conference on Child Health and Protection,loo.cit. 
~Sheldo~ Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck , loc.cit. 
( 
and others , clarify the picture of unadjusted individuals 
who have been retarded in school. 
By locating and eliminating the causes of individual 
maladjustment in delinquents , tha school, in cooperation ~ith 
) 
the home and other agencies , may be able to less n the high 
incidence of retardation in the d l inqu nt group . 
Truancy 
Reckless and Smith observe that certainly,it may be said 
that truancy not serious enough to lead to an appearance in 
cour~ often occurs in oases brought in for other offenses. 1J 
It was Healy and Bronner ' s study of Chicago and Boston recidi-
vists that first presented conclusive evidence of the fact 
that truancy misht be called the ''kindergarten of crime . " y 
In a study of 87 delinquents and 87 controls they found that 
about 60 per cent of the delinquents were out- and- out tru-
ants as compared with 10 per cent of the control group who 
were very rarely truants. The Gluecks found that 983 boys 
about whose childhood activities reliable information ms 
~vailable, the case histories reveal 64.1 per cent of the 
boy~ had been truant . ~ 
"In the interests of the Committe on Re-
tard tion , appointed by the superintendent of 
schools of the city of New York ••• • a study s 
made of some of the truants whose case were 
Y\'alter c. Reckless and pheus Smith, op . c1t.,p.l68. 
E/ filliam Healy and Augusta F. Bronner , New Light on Delin-
quency and Its Treatment, p . 61 · 
~Sheldon Gl ueck and Eleanor T. Gluck, op . cit •• p.95 . 
63 
heard in court during the school year 1929-
1930. 
"The median truant was two terms retar -
ed in grade placement, his reading attainment 
three terms below· that of the average child 
in his grade, yet , considering is mental age, 
he was reading material two terms advanced be-
yond what would be expected of him." 
"The explanation for truancy seems self-
evident . No wonder the truant does no t find 
school interesting. The work of his grade is 
too difficult for him. Even with maximum of-
fort, doing two terms better than would be ex-
pected of him, he still cannot keep up with 
the others and m ets only discouragement. Tru-
ancy is his on~y escape from such embarrassing 
and unpleasant situations." 1/ 
TRUANCY 
Number of 
Delinquents 
135 
TABLE XIII 
THE DELIN~UENT GROUP OF BROCKTON 
Number of 
Truants 
34 
Percentage ot 
Trpants 
;> 
25 .1 
A review of the previous studies on the significance 
of truancy as it is associate·d with the problem of delin• 
quenoy indicates that the authors are of the opinion thnt 
ordinary truancy is often the beginning of more serious de-
linquency that will follow. Although the 25.1 per cent in-
cidence o~ truancy in Brockton is not so gr at as that of y 
either the Glueck study of 64.1 per cent, or the Healy and 
1JE1 ~ . McElwee, "AStudy of Truants and Retardation," Journal 
of Juvenile ReDearch, XIII (JUly, 1931), p.209 • . 
~Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck , loc.cit. 
J 
) 
Bronner 
many in 
and had 
·y 
one with 60 per cent , it must be remembered that 
the Brookto~;~inquent group mre first offenders 
come before) the d linquency clinic only, and not 
the juvenile court , as is the case in the other studies . 
Furthermore , a rate of 25 . 1 per cent for Brookton is 
treme , because truancy in the school system as a whol is 
not common. The attendance officer reported that put of ap-
prox ately 11, 000 pupils in the public schools in 1939 in 
Brockton, there were 99 first offender truants , 16 second 
off nders, and but 2 third offenders , making a total .of 117 , 
or slightly more than 1 per cent , as compared with 25 . 1 per 
cent of the delinquent group . 
This report indicates that although truants in this 
group had not as yet become delinquents with court record, , 
truancy was far more common than in the school population 
as a whole and mi t, therefore , be considered an important 
symptom and factor in the early beginnings of delinquent ca-
reers. It was very noticeable, too, that in individual case 
studies , of the more s rious offenders in Brookton, truancy 
was characteristic. 
lfvilliam Healy and Augusta F . Bronner , loc . oit . 
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Delin u t , p.l o. 
been suffcrin from diseases or sub-normal physic~l con-
ditions only by including in the explanation all the social 
el menta along with the physical ones can we understand why 
the delinquent acts as he_does u 
135 
TABLE XIV 
INC ID::<NCE OF PHYSICAL DISABILITY 
AMONG BROCKTON DEL 
Number w th 
Physical Disability] 
23 
Percentage w th 
Physicai Disability 
17 
These data were taken from the physical record cards . 
The examinations were made by the school doctor or nurse and 
include those for defective vision, hearing, deformities, 
speech defects, and poor physical development. Defects such 
as ·enlarged tonsils and adenoids are not included. Examina-
tion of fable XIV reveals that 17 per cent of the Brockton de-
lin uents had ~ome defect as compared with 13.1 per cent in }) 
the Glueck study. The Healy report found that 5 per cent of 
the cases ex ned, physical defects were the major factor y 
and in 28 per cent they were of minor portance. Examina-
tion of the Brockton cases revealed that teachers and prin-
cipals felt that some of the delinquents had distorted perso-
nalities which were probably caused by their physical disabil-
1/Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck, loc. cit. 
,g/William Healy , loo. cit. 
6'Z 
ity. It is hoped that the Child Guidance Clinic will be 
effective in combating this type of problem. 
~The similarity between the Brockton delinquents and 
those in the previous studies is so great as to suggest that 
the factor ~f physical disability in these delinquent groups 
is the same. Although it may be a major cause in some oases, 
in others it is only a partial explanation, as it has com-
bined with other factors to affect the conduct of the individ• 
ual. • 
·Club Membership 
The Committee on the Socially Handicapped observe that 
during the last thirty or forty years social agencies such 
as the Boy Scouts, Young Men's Christian Association , etc., 
have developed to meet the needs of young people and have 
made notable contributions to our civic life • . 
"~e are now, however, at a period when an in-
tensive studt of the general influence of all 
these ag neies should be made, not only in terms 
of their own membership, but also from the point 
of view of their general effectiveness in clear-
ing a ay fro childhood those handicapping influ-
ences within the child which spread from child to 
child like contagion. The individual must be 
studied more in relation to his oup ssoeia- · 
tions, or in relation to his friend or friends, 
than has been done in the past." ~ 
In a study of 971 eases in which facts were known , the 
Glueoks found that 730 or 75.2 per oent of the boys had never 
j}lfuit ·House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 
op.cit.,p.201. 
~Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck, op.cit.,p.93. 
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elonged to supervised clubs such as the Y.M. c . ~. , Boy Scouts , 
eto., At the time of the examination after the arrest , only 
10 per cent of the boys belonged to such groups. 
"A constructive, healthful use of leisure , 
particularly in childhood, and early adolescence , 
is quite as important to the future at the devel-
oping individual as the time devoted to studies 
~nd other duties. Hence, it is ost disturbing 
to note that over nine-tenths ot our delinnuent 
boys spent their spare time harmfUlly and that 
only thirty- eight h~d neither undesirable com-
panions nor vicious, habits . Associat d with 
this is the fact t~t three- fourt s ot the de-
linquents had neve~ been members or ~ell-super­
vised recreational or vocational groups." y . 
Thrasher concluded as a result of a study or a Boys' 
Club in Naw York that this organization had not been an ~ 
portant factor in the prevention of juvenile delinquency in 
its area of service . 
"This doe not mean that the Club did not do some 
good rork during these years or that it did no» 
greatly b nefit some individual boy who were able 
to profit by its influence. It means only that 
it had no appreciable ettect in reducing delin-
quency -in the are •" ~ 
ealy and Bronner have the fol~o ing to say about member-
ship in clubs , as the result of a study or 105 delinquents and 
105 in a controlled group~ 
" . found that almost twice as many of the 
delinquents as of the controls had such connec-
tion at some ttme prior to our acquaintance with 
them. But then we discovered that in many in-
stances olu s h d not represented a lon interest; 
1/Sheldon Gl eck and Eleanor T. Glueck, op . cit., p.l08. 
~Frederick M. · Thrasher. cited by Jeanette Brill and .George 
Payne , op . cit . , p. 119. 
attendance was irre lar or the activities soon 
ceased to be attractive . Since so much support 
is being given to boys• clubs with the hope that 
they may check delinquency, thought should be 
given to the possibility of satisfying funda-
mental needs through club interests." 1f 
Reckless and Smith observe that neither the Boy Scouts 
nor Y.M.C. A. get the boys early enough to act as a preven-
tive of juvenile delinquency, and that t~ey are not re ch-
ins, to any appreciable extent, the boys who show the great-
est incidence of misconduct or juvenile offenses. EJ Th 
explanation of this situation may be found in the lack of 
interest in what the clubs have to offer on the part of 
boys themselves. 
Brill and Payn oonolud that: 
''two factors se m to be or paramount importance 
in explaining the failure of community programs 
to function effectively for crime prevention. 
The first factor is the failure on the part ot 
the agencies in the community to reach eligible 
boys in its area ; the second is the failure of 
these agencies to sustain contact with its 
members ." 
"But little provision has been made for 
attractive programs which would appeal to 
older adol scents. The programs which·were 
in operation failed, for the most part, to 
attract th attention of these individuals 
who stood in eatest need of whol some 
leisure time activities ." y 
1/Willlam Healy and ugusta F. Bronner , New Light on Delin-
quency and its Treatment, pp. 71-72. 
~Walter o. Reckless and Maph us Smith, op.oit., pp .307-3ll• . 
~Jean tte G. Brill and E. Georg Payne, op.o1t., pp.ll9-l20. 
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Isabella Dolton says 'that both the Boy Scouts and 
Y.M.C.A., if they can be induced to see this phase of their 
work , are effective. Scouting is probably more effective 
than the Y.M.C.A., however, as its pro , ram may be brought 
into the district where it is needed. The success of this 
depends on a wise choice of_programs and proper ~eadership. 1/ 
TABLE XV 
CLUB MEMBERSHIP OF BROCKTON DELIN ~UENTS 
Organization Number of Club Percentage ot 
Members Members 
Boy Scouts ll 8.1 
Y.M.C. A. 25. 17. 
Sons of Legion 2 
-!:.! 
-
Tot 36 26.5 
Table XV reveals that approximately twice as many boys 
belonged to the Y.M. C.A. as to the other two organizations 
combined, The reason tor this is that s rvic clubs and other 
public- spirited individua~s have given tre memberships to 
underprivileged boys. Of the Brockton delinquent boys 73.5 
per cent had no connection with organized and supervised clubs 
gJ 
as compared with 75 . 2 per oent reported by the Glueck study, 
~Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck, loc. cit. 
· y 
and approximately 50 per cent by Healy and Bronner . Pre-
vious studies reveal that either the delinquents have not 
be n connected with clubs, or if they have been, their at-
tend nee has been irregular or of short duration. Individual 
. ' 
cases of boys who w re given free memberships at the Brock-
~on Y • .• C.A. have .shown how fr quently they concluded their 
connection because either the program or the companionship 
offered was not interesting to them. This study in Brookton, 
substanti ted by that of the previous studies mentioned , 
shows that not until such time as the scout troops and clubs 
are organiz d in the areas in which the delinquents liv , will 
they be a real factor in d linquency prevention. Further-
more, the program of the Y.M.C.A. must more ne~ ly meet the 
needs of thea boys, for similar reasons . At the pres nt 
ttme, both organizations are making a deoid d ffort to be-
come more potent faetors in delinquency preven~ivn . 
Connections of the Delinquents nth Church 
In their report on churoh affiliations , the Delinquency 
Committe stated not only that it was difficult to obtain 
significant figures concerning church connections o both 
delinquents and non- delinquents, but also, that famili s 
tend to magzrlfythe xtent to which a ch11d participates in y 
ehurch activities. The White House Conference r ports that 
lJ wi11iam Healy and Augusta • Bronner, loo. cit. 
£1 White House Conference on C~ild Hea~th and Prot otion, 
op. cit. , p. 143. 
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the results of their three months study made in 1930 in con-
junction '~ith eleven juvenile courts and the Children ' s Bu-
reaus of the United States Department of Labor indicate that 
90 per cent , at least , had a nominal church connection . Only 
52 per cent , however , attended church , even i r regularly. l/ 
The rockton data.and that of the Children ' s Bureau merely 
indicate that individuals were exposed to the influence of a 
church at least in a nominal ay. The reports do not i di~ 
cate the desree of attendano , or the effect it may have had 
on their behavior . Analysis of data in the Bartlett and 
Harris study shows that neither religious knowledge nor atti-Y . 
tudes were positively related to moral behavior . Healy 
and Bronn~r conclude that although there are exceptions , 
their experience has been that few church authorities seem 
concerned with playing an effective role as therapists for 
behavior disorders . ~ 
l/White House conference on Child Health and Protection , 
op . oit .,pp . 41-43 . 
~ E.R. ~artlett and D. B. Harris , op . cit .,pp . 653-656 . 
3/William Healy and ugusta F . Bronner , New Light on De-
linquency and l ts Treatruent , p . -71. 
TABLE XVI 
CHURCH CONl{ECTIONS OF BROCKTON DELIN1UENTS 
umber of Percentage of . 
Delinquents Delinquents 
Affiliated 116 86 
Not Affiliated ~ 14 
Total 135 100 
The listing of the church connections of the delinquents 
has been a tabular enterprise that in no sense took into 
consideration any of those deeper spiritual values which, 
it seems evident, the church might r present to the child. 
That there is no positive relationship betwe n church 
connection and the prevention of juvenile delinquency has 
been well established by the findings of the authorities 
quoted previously• A high percentage of delinquents usually 
claim at least a nominal connection d th a church. Eighty-
six per cent of the Brockton delinquents claimed this type 
of connection, at least, as compared with 90 per cent in the 
Children ' s Bureau report. 1/ 
though so high a percentage of th se boys had some 
church connection, it seems that it was ineffectual in pre-
venting delinquency by thes individuals. Many churches ure 
very close to the delinquency areas , and without question 
7,4 
jJ lhite House Conference on Child Health and ProteetionJloo.cit. 
could contribute more to the task of preventing juvenile 
delinquency if they arranged the ohurdh program so that it 
provided the boys with activities that were interesting. 
This program should provide not only for the religious and 
moral life of the boys but also for their social and recrea-
tional life under good leadership . By establishing such a 
program, the .church would become a reater force in the com-
munity in delinquency prevention . 
Type of Offense 
Reckless and Smith observe th t there are some diffi-
culties that arise in evaluating statistics of offenses of 
juveniles because of the variation in the categories used by 
different courts and reports, as well as the lack of uniform-
~ ity in the definition of delinquency. In spite of the short-
comings of comparative statistics , they show a clear out pr -
ponderanoe of stealing, l arceny, and breaking and entering. 
The report by the Children's Bureau on a group or 237 
delinquents fro ten to fifteen years of age sho s the fol~ 
lowing: 5. 1 per oent offenses against persons , 55 . 3 ·per cent 
criminal offenses against property, 8 . 4 per cent other of-
fenses against property , 2 . 1 per cent offenses a a inst chast-
ity, 9 . 3 per oent drunkenness , disorderly conduct and va an-
cy , and 25 . 7 per cent other offenses . ]/ 
lJral ter c. Reckl ess and ~apheus Smith, op.cit . , p . 49 . 
~Children Under Institutional Care , 1923, p.3l 
Sl tto in his study of 874 boys organized his data un-
der twelv different headings and found the following to be 
the most common: auto stealing 5 . 6 per oent , burglary 12 . 8 
per cent , other stealing 44.1 per cent , truancy 3. 5 per cent , 
~overnable 7.9 per cent , sex 3 . 7 per cent , ana :»"*.~chief 
16.9 per cent. l/ 
The Illinois Crime Surv y reports that 71. 8 per cent 
of the delinquent boys were involved in aom kind of steal-
Y ing , and Shaw and McKay report that during a . seven year 
period January l, 1924, out of 12,029 oftenses committed in 
Cook County, Illinois , 69.5 per cent w re classified as "all 
steaiing. " ~ 
.or the 135 Brockton delinquents , twenty six were re• 
pe_atera and five were conu:nitted to institutions. Tablo XVU 
shows that the Brockton situation is imilar to that indi-
cated in previous studies that have been made of this fac-
tor . The combined breaking and entering and larceny off n-
ses make a total of 75 . 6 per cent , which compares very close-
ly with the Illinois Crime Survey ot 71.8 per cent ,. the Shaw 
and y report of 69 . 5 per cent, and the Sletto report of ~ 
lJRa ond Sletto, "Juvenile Delinquency and the Only Child," 
Sociology and Socio.l Resear?h , XV~II(July-August ,l934) 1,p . 3 
~The I llinois Crime Survey,l929 , PP• 665-666 . 
~Clifford R. Shaw and Henry D. McKay , op.cit.,p.39. 
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62.5 p r cent . The report shows that offenses against pro-
.Q_erty, such as these predominate . 
TYP 
Offense 
T BLE XVII 
OF DELIN~UENCY IN BROCKTON 
Nuiiii5ero-r·"Percentage of 
Delinquents Delinquents 
Breaking and Entering 37 27 . 4 
Larceny 65 48 .2 
Vandalism 14 10 .. 3 
False Alarm 10 7 . 4 
...,etting Fire 4 3 . 
Operating Unre istered Cars With-
out License 3 2 . 2 
Sex 2 
-
1.5 
Total 135 100. 
A study of the individual cases in Brockton shows that 
some of the boys began their delinquent careers by pilfer-
ing from the counters in the five and ten cent stor s . As 
they became older, they stole more valuable articles , such 
as sporting equipment, including basebal1s , gloves , fish-
ing tackle , guns, cameras, etc., as well as clothing. No 
doubt the desire to have things they could not afford to 
buy was too eat to be held in cheek . The rad 1 develop-
ment of this type of delinquency is shown by a group o thr e 
that they had begun their careers by first 
7~ 
stealing in the five and ten cent stores when quite young , 
and had end d by b ing apprehended while breaking and en-
tering a large chain store for the purpose of stealing 
radios and guns . Fourteen per cent of the Brockton group 
were delinquent because of vandalism which tas mostly in the 
form of br aking indows or othen1is !njuri unoccupied 
property. This compares with 16 . 9 per cent "mischief'" not d y 
in the Sletto study. The setting of fires nnd ringing of 
false al arms were committed by some of the very young of-
fenders in widely separated sections of the city and made a 
combined total of 10 . 4 per cent. Table XYII , also indi-
cates that the operating of cars without lie ases and sex 
offenses were ·extremely low with 2 . 2 per cent and 1 . 4 p r 
cent respectively. 
Ases of the Delinquent Group 
The Gluecks observe that criminologists have contended 
that a very lurge proportion of adult offenders enter upon 
anti- social b havior very arly run life and that the child 
uidanoe clinic movement, to a considerable ext nt , is also 
founded upon this belief. ~ Healy and Bronner likewise 
found from their intensiv studies that early forces a~e at 
work that make for delinquency, and th y also serv to show, 
lfRaymond Sl etto , l oo. cit. 
£1 Sheldon s . Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck, op.oit. ,p.96. 
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ho 'I early in life adequate measures for understanding and 
. ' preventing delinquen~ tendencies should be undertaken. ~ 
The Glueoks, in "Five HWldred Criminal Careers , " found that 
27 per c t of the i ndividuals studied were under the age of 
twelve at the time of their first known delinquency. ~ 
The Children ' s Bureau Study for 1928 shows that 7 per c nt 
were under ten years of ge , 14 per cent between ten and 
twelve , 26 per cent between twelve and fourteen, 40 per cent 
between fourteen and sixteen , and 13 per cent over sixteen. ~ 
The Glueoks reported in the study in none Thousand D lin-
quanta" that 1 per cent were six years of age , 7.1 per cent 
seven or eight years of age, 22 . 6 per cent nine or ten years , 
26 . 7 per cent eleven or twelve years , 27 . 2 per cent thirteen 
or fourteen years, 16 per cent fifteen or sixteen years , and 
.4 per cent seventeen years . ~ 
The situation in Brockton, e.s tar as the ages of delin-
quents is concerned, compares closely with that of previous 
. . . 
studies as shown by Table XVIII. The Gluecks in their study 
Healy and Au usta F. Bronn r , op .o1t.,p . 5l . 
~Shel on s . Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck ,Five Hundr d Crtmi~ 
nal Careers, pp .143-144 . 
y Children ' s Bureau Studies,l928,cited by ' alter c. Reckless 
and Mapheus Smith , op clt.,p . 33 . 
~Sheldon s . Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck , op . cit.,p . 97 . 
of "Five Hundred Criminal Co.reera,n found that 27 per cent 
of their individual s were less than 10 years of age ·at the 
·]/ 
time of their first known delinquency , as compared with 
25 .a per oent of the Brookton group . 
TABLE XVIII 
AG · DISTRIBUTION OF BROCKTOIQ' DELIN UENTS 
Age n Number of eroenta.ge of 
Years Delinquent s Deli~quents 
7 3 2 . 2 
8 6 4 . 4 
9 3 2 . 2 
10 8 5 . 9 
11 15 11 . 1 
12 16 11. 8 
13 25 18. 6 
14 26 19 . 3 
15 19 14. 1 
16 11 8 . 2 
17 ~ 2 . 2 
Total 135 100. 
Furthermore , the data in Table XIx shows how close the Brock-
ton results ar to the Children ' s Bureau Study for 1928: 
i/Sheldon s . Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck, loc . cit . 
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TP..BLE XIX 
COMP ISO! OF THE AGES OF BROCKTON DELIN UE 'S 
y TH Tit CHILDR .N ' S BUREAU STUD~ 28 
Ages or · lf Percentage ./l..ges of Percentage of 
Children' Bur ea.~ D linquents Brockton Delinquents 
Delinquents Delinquents 
under 10 7 under 10 a.e 
10-12 14 10-12 17 . 
12-14 26 12-14 30.4 
14-16 40 14-16 33.4 
over 16 13 over 16 10.4 
Total 100 100. 
Table III howe that d 11nquency does not occur 1nany 
appreciable de ee until the ge oup of 11 ye s or more is 
reached, and occur most frequently among boys of the age ot 
14 y ars . rom then on, it tends to decrease in its pre-
valence. These results indicate that most of these delin-
quents come in contact ~ith the law at junior high school 
n e . 1his fact suggest that schools should giv serious 
thought to the individuals with delinquent tendencies, with 
th object of counteracting them, if pos ible, by proper ad-
justment in ochool and coordinated effort with outside a-
genoies . 
1J alter c. R ckless and apheus Smith, loc.cit. 
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Th results for this tabulation w re obtained from the 
cli nic reports of the Brookton Probation D partment . An 
analysis of them indicates that they are strikin ly similar 
to those mad by others in previ~us studies . It was found 
that only 20 per o nt of the Brookton delinquents were in-
vol ved, al one , as compared with 9. 6 per c nt in the Illinois jJ y 
Crime Survey, 18. 2 per oent in the Shaw and McKay study y 
and 29 . 8 per oent in the Gl ueck study. These results sus-
g st that a boy i n a gang or smal l group is very apt to par-
ticipate in crime , that he might not dare to commit when a -
lone . Thir·ty- eight and five - tenths p r oent of the Brockton 
boys h d one companion and 24. 5 per cent , tvro companions , as 
compared with 28.1 p;/ cent and 22 .3 per cent , r espectivel y , 
for the Glueck study and 30 . 3 p r cent and 27 . 7 per cent , §/ 
respectively , for the Shaw and McKay study. 
This evidenc uggests that boys in groups are much 
r adler to aoc pt the suggestions ot like- minded individuals , 
and that their sense of responsibility , good judgment and 
self control ar e diminished , ·The gangs that spend their 
]7Illinois crime urvey , loc . cit. 
b{Cliftord R. Shaw and Henry D. oKay, loo . cit . 
ysheldon Glueck and El eanor T. Glueck , loo . cit . 
~Sheldon Glueck and · leanor T. Glue ck , l oc.c i t. 
~Clifford R. Sha~ and Henry D. ~cKay, loc.cit . 
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The clinic investigation sho~vs that he attended church 
rather infrequently and that he had no connections of any 
-
kind with either the Y.M.O.A. or Boy Scouts , and further-
mer , that he had no special interests of any kind except 
rhen he occasionally participated in some form of athletics 
with boys in his own neighborhood. There is evidenc~ that 
he gambled quite requently with older boys. ~ost of his 
spending mon y 1as earned either by collecting and selling 
junk, or by s lling things that be had stolen to other 
children. 
His entire background indicates that from v~ry early 
in life there has been a lack ef home supervision and an 
absence of desirable school habits and associations outside 
of school. His last offense as stealing ice-cream from a 
truck with a group of boys. Immediately after being appre-
hended for this offense, he left the o1ty and has not been 
heard from since. Had he remained. he rould probably have 
been oommitt d to the Lyman School tor Boys beoaus of hi 
previous record. 
RICR.t\RD 
Richard, a boy or American-born p rents, is fourteAn 
year of ge and has an older brother, aged eighteen, and a 
sister, aged eleven. His father has a good reputation as a 
p~inter , but his mother is a very unstabl person, emotion-
ally. Although she remains at home , th report 1ndioates 
that the conditions there are dirty and messy. The brother, 
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